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INTERPRETING VISUAL LA~ FROM FRAGMENTED IMAGFS. VJ. ·chen, C.M. Cice
rone. Cognitive Sciences, U of CA Irvine, Irvine, CA. 
PuQK>sc; What stracegies does the human visual system use to disentangle overlapping lay
ers in natural scenes from fragmented information in the physical stimulus? We show that 
luminance relationships, figure/ground, and pursuit eye movements affect the depth rela
tionships in scenes perceprually recontrocted by color from motion (CPM). Mctbods; Each 
frame consists of an achromatic background and a sparse, random array of dots with fixed 
locations in all frames. Each dot in the test region is of one color and another in the sur
round. The test region is reassigned by horizontal spilt from frame to frame . In still view of a 
single fra.me, scattered dots are seen. When frames are presented rapidly., an illusory figure 
moving aquss the frame pops into view. The illusory figure is seen either over the field of 
dots (modal completion) or as if behind a perforated screen (amodal completion). B.csultsz 
ln Exp. 1 we asked whether the perception of modal completion in CFM is related to trans
parency. When the Metelli luminance conditions are satisfied in the test region (a 2 deg wide 
vertical band), subjective color spread is seen as a transparent or translucent surface moving 
over the array of dots. When they are not, the color spread is seen as a highly-sanirated 
object moving behind a perforated screen. In Exp. 1 the test region is always perceived as a 
moving figure. In Exp. 2 a stimulus without clear figure and ground was used. Each frame 
consisted of alternating vertical bands of equal width (2 deg) with differently colored dots . 
The regions satisfying the Metelli conditions are seen as transparent, uniformly colored 
bands moving over a stationary field of dots . The other regions are never seen to move. Exp. 
3 investigates the impact of pursuit eye movements. Copclwilops; Color from motion dis
entangles overlapping visual layers that cannot be differentiated in static scenes. When the 
Metelli conditions are mer in the test region of the ·CFM display, the illusory figure defined 
by subjective color spread tends to be seen in front. For ambiguous figure/ground stimuli, 
what is seen to move is detennined by the Metelli conditions (Exp. 2). Pursuit eye move
ments enhance the salience of illusory contours and favor the perception of amodal comple
tion (Exp. 3). 
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